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if you are still having trouble installing, check get info on your documents folder to ensure your permissions are
correct. macos x installs can become corrupted when they are ran via vmware. this can block access. lastly, do a
search for the demo folder metasynth_project and ensure it is in the users->[account name]-> documents folder.
icloud may have moved them. if you are having trouble installing or launching metasynth or xx after install, your

macos or macos x has a permissions challenge. this is caused when the installer cant access the documents folder to
place the demo projects installed there. make sure to select yes to grant permissions during the install. if you click no

by accident, go to system preferences -> security & privacy -> privacy -> full disk access -> unlock the panel and
click + and add the installer app. this should bypass all blocking and allow the installer to work. when moving to the

new site, it was more difficult to keep this working than expected. we now provide video tutorials and product experts
to help. weve copied the old wiki information into these two unformatted documents artmatic wiki data or the

metasynth wiki data for legacy purposes. before we get started with accessing and downloading the source code
there are a few additional tools we will need in order to ensure the build is successful. the process of installing the

requirements needed to build an application from source can be referred to as resolving the softwares dependencies.
now that you have installed and have your own "gina," you are ready to build a synth. in addition to the gina itself
you will need to download the metasynth development files that include the new metasynth_project folder, and the

metasynth_project_folders file which contains the sample folders for the synth. in addition, you may want to download
a midi file of some sort to play with the synth. finally you need to install a midi-cv driver for your soundcard to handle
midi files and create cv control signals. the driver is included with the metasynth development files. for more midi file

formats, see our midi support page.
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however, reaktor is fully featured and functional when
used in conjunction with the initial three key libraries

provided on the first disk (all-in-one, groove and
soundbinder). this is an extremely powerful application in
its own right, and is absolutely essential if you are serious
about electronic music, and are not only interested in the
imitation of other people's bad music, but in the formation

of your own. reaktor is based on your own computer's
sound, so it must be perfectly calibrated to produce the

best possible sound (or it can ruin your ears). it also
provides a precise control of electronic instruments,

sounds, effects and the recording environment. (reaktor is
optimised for pcs running windows xp, vista or windows 7.)

the educational edition (2 cd) is suitable for people
learning the software, for studio teachers and for the

people who are not that familiar with the software and
would like to know what it is like before investing more of

their money in it. it comes with the standard and
educational materials of the production edition, plus

additional educational tools and functions. the production
edition (4 cd) is designed for users who would like to do

music production in one of the six omni rooms. it provides
a powerful set of functions for you to produce your own
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music. you can take your music anywhere you go with this
edition. it includes the standard and educational audio and
midi libraries, as well as the professional stage, omni and
sidecar libraries. these contain many of the most popular

synths and sounds in the world, and they are ready to use.
all the omni rooms in reaktor are provided with

corresponding midi controllers, and they have an
integrated mixer, and four extensive mixer racks (auto mix

and echo racks, midi continuous and midi beat).
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